Abstract. If JC is a noetherian subspace of Spec R, the set of primes of R[x] lying over X is also noetherian. A simple consequence is the theorem of Ohm and Pendleton that a ring module-finite over ay-noetherian ring isy-noetherian.
shows that FRJjc] is already principal (and generated by/). Now s is not in F, so (s, P) is a y-finite ideal. We can choose elements a,,... ,an in R[jc] and &,,... ,bn in P so that /0 = (axs + bx,.. -,ans + bn) has the same y-radical as (s, P). Let /be the ideal generated by / and the b/s. I is contained in P; we claim / has the same y-radical as P.
Suppose that Q is an element of Y which contains /. If s is in Q then /0 is contained in Q, so that (s, P) is contained in Q. If s is not in Q then ßR^x] is a prime ideal of Rs[x] which contains/and therefore contains PRs [x] . In either case Q contains F and so P is y-finite.
Corollary.
Let e: R -» F ¿>e a homomorphism of rings which makes T a finitelygenerated R-algebra. Let X be a noetherian subspace of SpecR, and let Y be [Q G Spec F | e"'(Ö) G X). Then Y is noetherian.
Proof. By induction; subspaces of noetherian spaces are noetherian.
Let R and R' be rings such that R' is a finitely-generated R-module. If R is j-noetherian then so is R'.
Proof. Any maximal ideal of R' contracts to a maximal ideal of R.
